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While all indications are promising that Wright State University may avoid state fiscal watch and begin restoring our reserves, leaders across the university face a challenging FY19 budget.

As I communicated at the June 8 meeting of the Board of Trustees, some positions will be eliminated, both unfilled vacancies and some positions occupied by our people. We are still awaiting final count of unfilled vacancies as budgets are finalized and reconciliation occurs. However, based upon the approved budgets, I can share that there are 26 filled positions where reductions in force notifications will be provided.

Human Resources will work with each manager to ensure impacted employees are provided with resources and support in the days ahead as notification meetings are held.

I ask all of you to keep our impacted employees in your thoughts. Our primary focus is to show them compassion, dignity, and respect at this time.

Warmest regards,

Cheryl B. Shrader, Ph.D.
President